PEOPO is the official mascot of the TMPD. His design was
inspired by the concept of “TMPD that the public can relate to and
trust in.” He is the embodiment of the TMPD officers’ hopes for the
happiness and well-being of the public.
PEOPO’s features are evocative of cute animals. His antenna
detects changes in society quickly; his big eyes watch society carefully; and his big ears listen to citizens closely.
The name PEOPO is derived from “PEOple” and “POlice.”

PEOPO Town
(only in Japanese)
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Commemoration of the 70th anniversary
of the Motor Patrol Units

COMMUNITY POLICE AFFAIRS BUREAU

PROTECTING TOKYO - 110 OPERATORS

What the operators need to know:
What's happening?
Where are you? Are there any landmarks? Which floor are you on?
When did it happen?
How serious is the damage?
Are there any witnesses or injured persons?
What does the perpetrator look like? Can you tell their gender
and/or how old they are? How many of them were there?
Which way did they go?
Individual reference numbers
on traffic signs

If you don't know where you are,
tell us about any landmarks you can
see nearby, such as intersections or
buildings.
We can also locate you by the reference numbers on
traffic signs, traffic lights, and electric poles.
Some vending machines have a label with their
address on it.

Individual reference numbers
on traffic lights

Address labels
on vending machines

Heading to the scene

Communications Command Center

Call 110 for Emergencies/Accidents
Call #9110 for Non-Emergencies

"Help!" The Communications Command Headquarters of the
Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department (TMPD) respond swiftly to
emergency calls from citizens. Experienced 110 operators and
radio command officers utilize a state-of-the-art system to answer
the calls and give commands to on-site police officers.
The Communications Command Headquarters keep Tokyo safe
and secure by responding to 110 calls swiftly and effectively.

110 CALL STATISTICS IN 2020

1,570,000
Average number of calls per day: Approx. 4,300
Most common calls:
Traffic Accidents
Total number of calls:

Approx.

(Approx. 217,000)

Pursuit by patrol boat

Pursuit by police car

Crimes/Traffic Accidents

Call 110 if:

Call 110 for emergencies

You've become a victim of a crime or been involved in a traffic accident.
You've witnessed a crime or a traffic accident.

Concerns/Problems

Call #9110 for non-emergencies

You can also seek advice at police stations.
When you call #9110, you will be put through to the TMPD General Advisory Center.
Receiving emergency calls

Giving radio commands to officers

The operator will determine the nature of your call and reroute you to the appropriate section.

Pursuit by helicopter

Scan the 2-D
bar code for
more details
on the 110
Dispatching
System
(only in
Japanese).

COMMUNITY POLICE AFFAIRS BUREAU

STAYING CLOSE TO LOCAL COMMUNITIES

Managing lost property

Door-to-door house visit

Standing watch

TMPD officers go on patrol, give directions, and provide advice for citizens, based at kobans (police boxes) or
residential police boxes. In response to an emergency 110 call, they head to the scene immediately to address the
situation.
They also provide local residents with information on recent crimes and natural disasters, and make collaborative
efforts with them to prevent crime, keeping Tokyo safe and secure.
Heading to the scene

Intensive patrolling during year-end and New Year holidays

Giving directions

Police questioning

CRIME PREVENTION TASK FORCE

Countering unconventional fraud

PREVENTING CRIME

Publicity poster

There are a rising number of
cases in which a perpetrator tells
you that your ATM cards are
fraudulently used. S/he then
makes a cut in the cards to
“deactivate” them and collects
them. The ATM cards, in fact, are
still valid if the chip remains
intact.

The TMPD has been fully committed to

Working with student volunteers and other citizens

Home screen

As a result, the number of criminal offenses

a crime prevention app

detected in Tokyo in 2020 fell 72 percent from the

peak in 2002 to the lowest point after the end of

All about fraud

World War II. This declining trend has been

In 2020, the number of unconventional fraud*
cases reported in Tokyo stood at 2,896, and the
financial damage amounted to approx. JPY 6.34
billion. Both the number of cases and the amount of
financial damage decreased from the year before.
*Unconventional fraud is a general term for a type of fraud in which the
perpetrator calls or sends a postcard (or other mail) to the victim, claiming
to be a relative or an official of a public institution. The perpetrator then
defrauds the victim of cash or ATM cards, or deceives the victim saying
that the victim can receive a refund of medical or other expenses and
makes the victim operate an ATM to send money to the perpetrator’s
account.

Scan the 2-D bar code for more
details on unconventional frauds and
how to prevent them (only in
Japanese).

Publicity with police motorcycle stickers

Number of criminal offenses reported in Tokyo

10k

“Comprehensive Crime Suppression” since 2003.

observed for the past 18 years since 2003.

Installing a mobile phone jammer

Teaching convenience store clerks
how to prevent false billing fraud

Crime prevention webinar

Safety measures for women
and children

Publicity poster

-Keeps you updated on crimes in
your area and crime prevention tips
Multifunctional app with personal
alarm and anti-molester function
-Available on iOS or Android for free
(only in Japanese)

Anti-molester
function

Personal alarm

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Cases

Total number of unconventional frauds reported and
Billion (JPY)
total financial damage in Tokyo
Number of cases
Financial damage
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Scan the 2-D
bar code to
download.

2.3
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* The statistics include cases of ATM card collection fraud starting from 2018.

For iOS

For Android

COMMUNITY SAFETY BUREAU

KEEPING TOKYO ALWAYS SAFE AND SECURE ―WORLD'S LEADING SAFE CITY
To ensure the safety and security of the citizens of Tokyo now and in the future, the TMPD promotes various

up-to-date initiatives and endeavors to make Tokyo globally famous for its safety.

Cracking down on crimes jeopardizing the peaceful lives of the citizens of Tokyo
The TMPD has tightened its crackdown on malicious crimes that take advantage of major events such as the

Responding to community safety matters properly

COVID-19 pandemic and the Tokyo 2020 Games so as to keep the citizen’s lives peaceful.

Citizens seek police advice in increasingly diverse
fields. The TMPD works to prevent crime and ensure the
community’s safety not only by providing citizens with
professional and helpful guidance but by interviewing
and/or warning related parties so that the situation will not
escalate.

Community safety counseling

Protecting the citizens of Tokyo from crimes looming over their daily lives
The TMPD strives to keep the citizens away from crimes threatening their everyday lives. We promote
activities to ensure children’s safety in cooperation with local residents and are committed to crime prevention
measures adjusted to the “new normal.”

Watching over children with local residents

Online class on crime prevention

Unapproved drugs seized

Fake gold medals seized

Improving community safety ahead of the Tokyo 2020 Games
The TMPD, with an
eye to the Tokyo 2020
Games, promoted a
variety of measures for
enhancing community
safety, e.g., policing
entertainment districts
and preventing public
nuisance related to the
Games.

Countermeasures against street hawkers
in entertainment districts

VICTIM PROTECTION/RELIEF TASK FORCE

Multilingual notice

HANDLING CASES RELATED TO PERSONAL SAFETY

As we observe a rising number of cases related to personal safety (i.e., cases where it is necessary to secure the personal
safety of the victim immediately, such as cases of stalking, domestic violence, missing/abducted people, abuse of children, elderly
people or disabled people, and precursory cases that may lead to sexual crimes against children or women), the TMPD prioritizes
the security of the victims and involved parties through protective measures for them, and will promptly bring in the perpetrators.

Useful resources such as Tokyo Crime Map in English

Publicity posters

Investigating the extent of
the loss, damage, or injury

COMMUNITY SAFETY BUREAU

PREVENTING JUVENILE DELINQUENCIES AND
FOSTERING SOUND GROWTH
Supporting and protecting juveniles

CYBER SECURITY CONTROL TASK FORCE

REALIZING A SAFE AND SECURE CYBERSPACE
As people spend more time online for working, using social media and

In 2020, the number of delinquent juveniles that the TMPD brought in or admonished in Tokyo stood at 4,202,
down 546 from a year earlier. The number of misbehaving juveniles admonished for smoking or midnight-loitering
stood at 29,634, down 5,020 from a year earlier.
The TMPD is working to protect juveniles from misconduct or victimization connected to social media in
cooperation with local communities and schools, as well as relevant agencies and organizations. We are also
making efforts to help youth become law-abiding citizens by providing them with further guidance and counseling,
so that no more juveniles will be led into delinquency .
When handling a child abuse case, the TMPD works closely with relevant organizations and exchange
information. Our top priority is to ensure the safety of the children involved.
*A “juvenile,” as mentioned above, is defined as a person who is under 20 years of age (see Juvenile Act Article 2, Paragraph 1).

shopping, a great number of cybercrimes have been taking place, targeting
the vulnerability of online services.
The TMPD is making an effort to ensure the safety and security of
cyberspace by teaming up with private businesses, raising awareness on
social media, and holding practical seminars.
Introducing cybersecurity tips
for remote workers

Delinquency & victimization
prevention lecture at school
Juvenile judo & kendo match
Practical seminars for companies

YouTube videos on judo &
kendo etiquette for children

The Juvenile Support Division offers counseling on how to protect
children and to prevent juvenile delinquency in the eight Juvenile Centers
in Tokyo listed below.
Each Juvenile Center is staffed with counseling specialists with expertise in psychology. You can seek
professional advice from them.
The Juvenile Centers also work with schools and Police Volunteers for Juveniles in admonishing and
rehabilitating juvenile delinquents, as well as policing areas harmful to their sound growth.

TMPD Juvenile Centers

Omori Juvenile Center

Setagaya Juvenile Center

Shinjuku Juvenile Center

Sugamo Juvenile Center

Taito Juvenile Center

Edogawa Juvenile Center

Tachikawa Juvenile Center

Hachioji Juvenile Center

Scan the 2-D
bar code for
more details
on the
Juvenile
Centers.
(only in
Japanese)

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION BUREAU

BRINGING IN SUSPECTS AND SOLVING CASES
Living up to citizens’ expectations
There are many crimes that pose a threat to us
in Tokyo: robberies, sex crimes, unconventional
frauds, and burglaries.
The TMPD is working to understand and
analyze these crimes in detail. We encourage
swift and precise investigations, heading to crime
scenes promptly and utilizing the latest
investigation methods in order to solve cases as
soon as possible.

Gathering information

Sharing information

Collecting forensic evidence

Training to track a perpetrator

We would greatly appreciate
any information concerning the
cases listed here.
Reporting on the radio

Statistics concerning criminal cases in Tokyo (2020)
In 2020, there were 82,764 criminal offenses (not including traffic accidents) reported in Tokyo.
The solved rates for major crimes were as follows: 98.1 percent for murder, 100.8 percent for robbery, and 119.5
percent for burglary (e.g., break-ins at houses and offices).

Statistics concerning criminal cases in Tokyo (2020)

Cases

Number of cases reported
Number of cases solved

Crime
Solved rate
Arriving at the crime scene

Murder

Robbery

Assault

Injury

Sex crime Unconventional Burglary Theft from Pickpocketing Snatch theft Motor vehicle
fraud*
vehicles
theft

(includes incidents resulting in death) (e.g., forcible sexual intercourse/indecency)

*Unconventional fraud is a general term for a type of fraud in which the perpetrator calls or sends a postcard (or other mail) to the victim, claiming to be a relative or an official of a
public institution. The perpetrator then defrauds the victim of cash or ATM cards, or deceives the victim saying that the victim can receive a refund of medical or other expenses and
makes the victim operate an ATM to send money to the perpetrator’s account.
*The number of cases solved includes cases which were reported in previous years. For this reason, some crimes may have a solved rate of more than 100 percent.

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION BUREAU

UNEARTHING THE FACTS ―FORENSIC SCIENCE
Collecting forensic evidence

Investigation Support

Members of the Identification Division are sent to major crime scenes immediately to collect forensic evidence such
as fingerprints, footprints, and DNA samples.
TMPD police dogs (K-9s) are our “sniffing detectives,” who search for evidence that could lead us to the
perpetrator. They play a crucial role in solving cases.
Field activity training
with police dogs

The Investigation Support and Analysis Center collects and analyzes security
camera footage, dissects crime-related information, conducts quick evaluations of
passports and other documents, and analyzes computer data in order to solve cases.
Analyzing crime-related
information

Scan the 2-D bar code for
more details on police dogs
(only in Japanese).

Collecting security
camera footage

Collecting fingerprints
Analyzing equipment

Collecting footprints

Running checks on residence cards

Solving cases with the latest technology
In addition to conventional investigation methods, the TMPD
employs scientific methods as well, making use of sophisticated
equipment with the latest technology.
Forensic investigation methods such as DNA analysis, drug
identification, and polygraph testing are highly effective and
essential for solving criminal cases.
Identifying drugs

Scan the 2-D bar code for
more details on the TMPD
Forensic Science Laboratory
(only in Japanese).

Identifying synthetic resins

ORGANIZED CRIME CONTROL BUREAU

Measures against international organized crime groups

FIGHTING ORGANIZED CRIME
Boryokudan, or organized crime groups, and international crime syndicates are behind violent crimes, drug dealings,

A rising number of non-Japanese nationals reside in Japan in recent years, and there is concern that there might be
more illegal immigrants, some of whom might form antisocial groups.
The TMPD, due to these trends, has started working with relevant authorities to tighten its crackdown on crimes
related to foreign nationals. In 2020, we brought in or charged 4,306 non-Japanese citizens.
At the same time, the TMPD has stepped up its awareness campaign for non-Japanese communities to prevent
such crimes.

and unconventional fraud, all of which pose a major threat to the citizens of Tokyo.
To keep citizens safe and secure, the TMPD is working on
●Measures against boryokudan groups
●Measures against firearms and drugs

●Measures against international organized crime groups
●Measures against unconventional fraud

in addition to comprehensive measures to weaken and dismantle organized crime groups.

Measures against boryokudan groups
Boryokudan groups and quasi-gangsters are actively
engaged in various criminal moneymaking schemes in
Tokyo. Nationwide, the split of the Yamaguchi-gumi crime
syndicate has since led to tensions escalating between the
factions. The fight against organized crime continues to be
a struggle.
Despite these odds, the TMPD brought in 1,722
members of such criminal enterprises in 2020. We will
continue to work with society as a whole to take a
zero-tolerance approach towards boryokudan groups.

Campaigning against
boryokudan groups

Scan the 2-D bar code if you
have any concerns related to
boryokudan groups (only in
Japanese).

Publicity campaign

Lecture for non-Japanese
technical intern trainees

Measures against firearms and drugs
The TMPD has been focusing on confiscating handguns and detecting the smuggling or trafficking of stimulants
and other illegal drugs. Due to our renewed efforts, we confiscated 67 handguns, brought in 2,246 drug offenders, and
seized a total of approximately 40 kilograms of illegal drugs.
We are also promoting awareness of the harm of marijuana and the dangers of illegal drugs among youths.

Patrols to prevent criminal activities
by boryokudan groups
Smuggling of stimulant tablets

Online lecture on preventing drug abuse

Measures against unconventional fraud

Special lecture for
juvenile inmates

Anti-boryokudan event

Investigators searching the headquarters
of a boryokudan group

In 2020, the TMPD brought in 693 persons
suspected of unconventional fraud, and 151
(approximately 22 percent) of them were members
of, or had connections to, boryokudan groups.
Unconventional fraud is both a profitable and
reliable source of funding for organized crime
groups. We are therefore cracking down on
unconventional fraud and working to better
understand how they operate. We are enforcing a
variety of measures to dismantle these groups.

TRAFFIC BUREAU

MAKING TOKYO'S ROADS THE SAFEST IN THE WORLD
Traffic safety education
In order to prevent traffic
accidents, it is vital that each and
every one of us put safety first and
remember to follow the rules.
The TMPD holds participatory,
interactive, practical traffic safety
classes for people of all ages,
hoping to help prevent tragic traffic
accidents. We are also working to
prevent
accidents
involving
pedestrians at crosswalks.

Opening ceremony of
a traffic safety campaign

Newly-enrolled pupils learning
how to cross a road safely
Declaration on road safety by
Road Safety Public Awareness Ambassador

Traffic accidents in Tokyo
In 2020, the numbers of traffic accidents and injuries in Tokyo
decreased from the preceding year whereas the number of deaths
increased to 155.
Statistics based on age show that elders aged 65 or over make
up approximately 39 percent of all deaths. Other data shows that
approximately 43 percent of deaths are of pedestrians.
Motorcycle training by
female police motorcyclists

Staged traffic accident (“Scared Straight” lesson)
Educational video on traffic safety

Promoting traffic safety awareness among children

Traffic safety campaign

Number of accidents

2016

2017

2018

2019

Non-fatal injuries

Fatalities

2020

*The number of traffic accidents indicates accidents resulting in injury or death (property damage accidents not included).

Number of fatalities

Number of accidents/non-fatal injuries

Traffic accident statistics in Tokyo

TRAFFIC BUREAU

Japanese-language guided tours of
the TMPD Traffic Control Center are
available (reservations required).

CREATING A SOCIETY WITH SMOOTH AND SAFE TRAFFIC

*The tours may be cancelled under COVID-19
restrictions.

Enforcing traffic law and investigating traffic accidents
The TMPD cracks down on heinous and dangerous
traffic violations, e.g., blocking pedestrians, and
investigates hit-and-run and other accidents. We are also
taking strict measures to enforce laws concerning
so-called “road rage” such as tailgating.
In order to protect children and the elderly from tragic
traffic accidents, we are taking additional measures in
school zones and other residential areas. We have also
stepped up our effort to prevent traffic accidents by further
encouraging cyclists to follow the rules of the road.

Checkpoint

Pulling over cyclists

Solving a case of road rage

Traffic Control Center

Keeping roads safe
To ensure traffic safety on community
roads, the TMPD designates specific areas as
"Zone 30s," which have a 30 km/h speed limit.
We also use bicycle markings and lines so
that we can keep the environment safe for
cyclists.
The Traffic Control Center collects and
provides information on road traffic to ensure
traffic safety and smoothness.

Crossing guards

Scan the
2-D bar
code for
more
details on
Zone 30s
(only in
Japanese).

Investigating a traffic accident

Zone 30s

Bicycle markings

Scan the 2-D
bar code for
more details
on our
mandatory
traffic safety
lectures for
offending
cyclists (only
in Japanese).

PUBLIC SECURITY BUREAU

PROTECTING SOCIETY FROM THE THREAT OF TERRORISM

Measures against international terrorists

To keep citizens both in Tokyo and across Japan safe and secure, the TMPD is taking measures to prevent acts of
terrorism by international terrorists, extremists, and right-wingers. We are also continuing our investigations concerning the
suspected cases of abduction of Japanese citizens by North Korean agents, cracking down on harmful groups targeting
Japan, and taking steps to counter cyberattacks.

Perpetrator arrested

Measures against NBC attacks
Raising awareness with digital billboards

Knife attack outside Charlie Hebdo's former offices

Measures against cyberattacks

Training to combat NBC attacks

*An NBC attack is an act of terrorism using nuclear (N), biological (B), or chemical (C) substances.

Proactive measures against terrorists and extremists

Cyber-terrorism Countermeasures
Committee

Public-private joint cyber incident response training

Suspected cases of abduction by North Korea

Scan the 2-D bar code to
watch the “Onihei
Hankacho” terrorism
prevention awareness video
(only in Japanese).

Names of citizens abducted by
North Korea and places of abduction

Europe
Mr. Toru ISHIOKA

Ms. Hitomi SOGA

Mr. Kaoru MATSUKI

Ms. Miyoshi SOGA

Ms. Keiko ARIMOTO

Scan the 2-D bar code to
watch videos for awareness
about countermeasures
against cyberattacks (only
in Japanese).

Mr. Yutaka KUME
Mr. Kaoru HASUIKE

Mr. Yasushi CHIMURA

Ms. Yukiko HASUIKE (née OKUDO)

Ms. Fukie CHIMURA (née HAMAMOTO)

Mr. Minoru TANAKA

Ms. Kyoko MATSUMOTO

Ishikawa
Tottori

Fukui

Unknown location

Tokyo

Hyogo

Ms. Yaeko TAGUCHI

Miyazaki
Kagoshima

Mr. Shuichi ICHIKAWA
Ms. Rumiko MASUMOTO

Scan the 2-D bar code to
learn more about the
dangers of the Aum
Shinrikyo cult.

Ms. Ko Kyung-mi
Mr. Ko Kong

Mr. Tadaaki HARA

Regulating right-wing activists
giving speeches on the streets

Ms. Megumi YOKOTA

Niigata

Scan the 2-D bar code for
details on suspected cases
of abduction of Japanese
citizens by North Korean
agents (only in Japanese).

* Returnees are shown in blue.

Scan the 2-D bar code for
more information on
Japanese Red Army
members wanted
internationally.

AFP=Jiji Press

SECURITY BUREAU

PROVIDING SECURITY FOR THE CITIZENS OF TOKYO

Imperial Protection and
VIP Protection

Imperial Protection and
VIP Protection

The TMPD provides protection services to ensure the safety of the Emperor, the
Emperor Emeritus, and the Imperial Household, and to prevent accidents among the public
celebrators. Measures are taken to ensure that these duties do not infringe on the
relationship between the Imperial Household and the public.
VIP protection officers are responsible for preventing illegal activities in advance and ensuring the safety of VIPs.
These officers are known as "SP (Security Police)" and are held in high esteem both in Japan and abroad.

Review of Mobile Police Units

The Mobile Police Units play a central role in guarding government agencies and other key facilities and in providing
security at large events.
They are dispatched for various other purposes, such as providing security at disaster sites, ensuring traffic safety, and
deterring crime, thus working to maintain public safety.
In order to prevent and take countermeasures against acts of terrorism, the Security Bureau is taking steps to better
equip its various specialized units including the Special Assault Team (SAT), the Emergency Response Team (ERT), the
Interceptor Drones Team (IDT), and the Aviation Security and Counterterrorism Unit.
Counter-terrorist training

Officers providing security at a marathon

Public-private partnership

Patrol with a security dog

Crowd control

The “Conference on Anti-terrorism Partnership in
Tokyo,” consisting of the TMPD, relevant administrative
agencies and private businesses, works to prevent acts
of terrorism and to prepare an effective, collective
response to attacks.
Similarly, local police stations form community
partnerships with residents and private businesses
under the slogan “Building a Community with Zero
Tolerance for Terrorism” and take steps against
terrorism according to their needs. These measures
include joint drills, workshops, and patrols.

Working in partnership

SECURITY BUREAU

RESPONDING TO ANY DISASTER

Mountain rescue training

Hoist rescue training

Search and rescue with a drone

Rescue and relief operations in disaster-hit areas

Preparing for disasters
It is difficult to predict when and where a
disaster will occur. When it does, it will have a
significant impact on the lives of the people of
Tokyo.
Typhoon Hagibis (Typhoon No. 19)
devastated multiple regions, causing floods and
landslides.
The TMPD deals with an increasing number
of large-scale disasters, such as storms and
floods caused by typhoons and earthquakes, by
organizing teams with advanced rescue skills
which can respond appropriately to the situation.
Such teams include the TMPD's Special Rescue
Unit, Mobile Rescue Unit, Water Rescue Unit,
and Mountain Rescue Unit.
In addition to these teams, the TMPD has
rescue teams trained to respond to major
disasters outside of Tokyo: the TMPD Disaster
Response Team for events in Japan and the
TMPD Japan Disaster Relief Team for events
overseas. These teams are engaged in search
and rescue operations in a variety of disaster-hit
areas.

Investigation support by the Special Rescue Unit

The TMPD Japan Disaster Relief Team

Training for search operations with a security dog

TMPD Police Academy

TRAINING FUTURE OFFICERS FOR
THE RESPONSIBILITY OF PRESERVING PUBLIC SAFETY
Education at the Metropolitan Police Academy
The Metropolitan Police Academy is an educational institute for young cadets to build the
foundations necessary to be a police officer and master the practical skills required for law
enforcement.
Once accepted by the TMPD, Category I cadets (equivalent to college graduates) must take a
6-month training course, while Category III cadets (equivalent to high school graduates) must take a
10-month training course. The academy is a boarding school (single rooms only), and all cadets are
required to lead an orderly life. They spend their days attending lectures and training, practicing martial
arts and learning to use handguns.

PERSONNEL AND TRAINING BUREAU

PROMOTING THE ROLES OF WOMEN AT WORK

In order to meet the diverse needs of our citizens, we hire people based on skills and performance
regardless of gender, working to achieve a workplace environment in which women can thrive.

Judo

Graduation ceremony

Kendo

Security dog handlers

Aikido

Female police motorcyclists (The Queen Stars)

Taihojutsu

Psychological counselor at a Juvenile Center

EQUIPPING EMPLOYEES WITH SPECIALIZED SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE
Many specialists work for the TMPD. International criminal investigators excel in foreign languages, and senior cyber
security investigators combat high-level cybercrimes. Our SP (Security Police) officers protect the Prime Minister and
other domestic/foreign VIPs.
The TMPD provides highly-motivated officers with opportunities to obtain advanced skills and knowledge at
institutions both in and outside the TMPD.

Police motorcyclist training

INTERACTING WITH CITIZENS
The TMPD Band, the Metropolitan Color Guard (MEC), and
the Drum Corps give public performances at events such as
traffic safety campaigns, community safety campaigns, musical
events at elementary/junior high schools, Wednesday Concerts
at Hibiya Park, commemorative events, and parades.
These performances are instrumental in enabling officers
and local citizens to interact with each other and to build trust.
TMPD Band

TMPD Drum Corps

COME SEE LEARN: THE POLICE MUSEUM
Community safety diorama

The Police Museum explains the
history of the TMPD and its work. Visitors
can learn about police work and safety
tips by watching videos at the mini-theater and taking part in
fun activities such as trying a simulated Koban assignment
and lifting fingerprints.
Address

3-5-1 Kyobashi, Chuo City, Tokyo

Telephone
+81-3-3581-4321 (TMPD pilot number)
Opening hours 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Mondays (or Tuesday if Monday is a national
holiday) and during year-end and New Year Holidays
Admission fee Free
Closed

In-house training
Criminal investigation/Forensics
Cybercrime investigation
Patrol car driving
Judo and Kendo instructor training

Investigating international organized crime
Traffic investigation
Police motorcyclist training
SP (Security police)

Investigating cases related to
community safety
Victim support
and others

Training courses given outside the TMPD
Information processing skills
Computer analysis
Diving skills
Automobile maintenance
Motorboat operation
Aircraft operation/maintenance
Police dog training
Bookkeeping/Tax accounting
Foreign languages (English, Chinese, Korean, Thai, Nepali, Tagalog, Vietnamese, and Bengali) and others

SUPPORTING VICTIMS OF CRIME
The TMPD hopes to lessen the burden and suffering of
victims and their families. Our services include helplines, direct
support and counseling by trained staff members, utilization of
various programs, introductions to relevant organizations and
groups, and providing information.
The TMPD believes that society as a whole should make a
concerted effort to support crime victims and build a crime-free
community. We are raising public awareness by holding classes
such as "The Importance of Life" and "What it means to be a
victim of sex crimes" so that people can better understand the
importance of victim support.

Awareness campaign

PR videos on the TMPD's
Official YouTube Channel

TMPD ORGANIZATION CHART

OUR TWITTER
ACCOUNTS

The TMPD has started an official channel on YouTube

POLICE RANK
INSIGNIA

Scan the 2-D bar code for details
on events, general information on
disaster preparation, crime prevention,
and crimes (only in Japanese).

and is uploading PR videos and other content.

The purpose of this platform is to promote the work we do

and make necessary information more accessible.

The videos are also available on our website, sorted by

Our Twitter accounts

section.

Username:

(Public Relations Division)

Information on careers at the TMPD
(Recruitment Center)
Username:
Information on disasters/disaster preparation
Username:
(Natural Disaster and Accident Rescue Division)

YouTube
TMPD Official Channel

List of videos available
on our website

Information on crime/crime prevention
(Community Safety Bureau)
Username:
Information on open criminal investigations
(Criminal Investigation Liaison Division)
Username:
Information on cyber security
(Cyber Security Control Task Force)
Username:
Information on major and unsolved crimes
Username:
(First Criminal Investigation Division)
Information on juvenile delinquency and prevention
Username:
(Juvenile Support Divisionu)
Traffic safety information
(Traffic Administration Division)
Username:
Information on unconventional fraud
Username:
(Crime Prevention Task Force)
*English translation for police ranks of Japan was partially revised in 2013.
Conventional translations are indicated in parentheses in order to avoid confusion.
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TMPD E-MAIL SUBSCRIPTION
The TMPD has an E-mail subscription service which shares information about

recent crimes in your area (island districts not included) and useful tips to protect
yourself from crime.

You can subscribe to this service by sending a blank E-mail to

login@mail.keishicho.metro.tokyo.jp and registering at the link in the reply.

TMPD E-mail
subscription

Police officers

Police stations

Police cars

Police administrative civilians

Koban (Police boxes)

Police motorcycles

Fiscal year appointed
employees

Residential police boxes

Patrol boats

Community Safety Centers

Helicopters

43,566
3,015

3,174

102
824
257
82

1,292
958
22
14

Police dogs (K-9s)

35

Horses

16

